EANS SUMMER SCHOOL 2016 HALLE, Germany
GENERAL INFORMATION
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1. MAP WITH PLACES TO EAT AND OPENING HOURS
The EANS Summer School will be held at the Department of Health and Nursing Science
Faculty of Medicine ‐ University of Halle‐Wittenberg at the Campus Magdeburger Street,
located at Magdeburger Straße 2 to 16. The Campus is situated in the heart of Halle. The
University of Halle‐Wittenberg is a benchmark institution in the fields of teaching and
research, both in Saxony Anhalt and outside this region. It has several university canteens
around town where you can eat and have a coffee break when you need it.
There is also a canteen close to the Campus Magdeburger Street, which will be the Summer
School lunch break canteen. It is situated in Harz 42. It opens from 11:30 am to 2:00 pm.
Lunch is provided during the opening hours
For further details on the menu, visit their website here:
http://www.studentenwerk‐halle.de/hochschulgastronomie/speiseplaene/
Tick the box left to “Harzmensa” and click “heute” to see the menu of the day. If you would
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3. ACCOMMODATION
Junior Students (first year students) will be staying at the “Jugendherberge Halle” in the
heart of Halle and close to the Campus Magdeburger Straße.
For further details, visit their website:
http://www.jugendherberge‐halle.de/

Second and third year students will be staying at the Hotel “Am Steintor” and “Dormotel”.
Both are close to the Campus Magdeburger Straße.
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For further information, visit their websites:
Hotel am Steintor: http://www.am‐steintor.de/
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Dormotel: http://www.dormotel‐halle.de

Campus
Magdeburger
Straße
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4. GETTING AROUND THE TOWN
You can find an interactive city map here: http://www.orangesmile.com/travelguide/halle‐
an‐der‐saale/interactive‐map.htm

Visit the official website of HAVAG. You will find all the information for getting around Halle
by public transport. You will also find all the maps, news, schedules, tickets and
transportation that you need.

General information: http://www.havag.com/startseite
Ticket information: http://www.havag.com/fahrkarten

Getting around town by public transport is the easiest and cheapest way. An all‐day ticket
is € 5.00 and an all‐week ticket is € 19.60. With these tickets you are allowed to get on any
public transport within Zone 210, which is basically Halle. To go to Leipzig, for example, you
need to go by train and get another ticket at the train station.

Taxis are an alternative to public transport. A 15 minute journey will cost about € 20.00.
Authorized taxis have to charge you the amount shown on the meter. The rates will be
indicated inside the taxi. These are some of their numbers:
T: +49 345 525252
T: +49 345 5601982
T: +49 345 5606222

See the FAQs document for detailed information on how to get to the EANS summer school
venue.
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5. HALLE TOURISTIC INFORMATION
All you need to know about Halle is on the official website of Halle Tourism here:
http://www.stadtmarketing‐halle.de/
http://www.halle.de/en/Culture‐Tourism/Points‐of‐Interest/Culture‐wherever‐o‐06059/

There are many recommended tourist places or landmarks to visit in Halle. You can arrange
city tours, walking tours, bus tours and even evening tours. There are many web sites to
help you find the right type of Halle’s sights to meet your interests, needs and your budget.
We recommend you some of the following:
Landmarks: Burg Giebichenstein, Marktkirche, Franckesche Stiftungen, Kulturinsel
Moritzburg, etc.
Theatre: Neues Theater, Oper Halle
Museums: Landesmuseum für Vorgeschichte, Beatles Museum, Händelhaus, etc.
Parks: Peißnitzinsel, Würfelwiese, several little parks.

You will find links where you can make secure online bookings for tours and day trips of
your choice and even print your tickets out before you arrive in the following pages:
http://www.halle.de/en/Culture‐Tourism/Points‐of‐Interest/Culture‐wherever‐o‐06059/
http://www.buehnen‐halle.de/
http://www.lda‐lsa.de/landesmuseum_fuer_vorgeschichte/

At http://www.halle365.de/ you can find all the events going on in Halle during the time of
your stay.

You can ask one of the student representatives at EANS, too. They will be very pleased to
help you or give you some recommendations and ideas.

Halle is located in the heart of Germany and it is easy to get to Berlin by train for a
weekend. Leipzig is only a 30‐minute train ride away.
If you plan to travel on the weekends, both cities can be recommended.
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6. WHERE TO EAT AND DRINK IN HALLE
You can find several restaurants and bars around the market place.
Hallenser (people born and raised in Halle) and Hallunken (people not born in Halle but
moved to Halle) like to go to the “Kleine Uli” and “Große Uli”. These are the short forms of
Kleine Ulrichstraße and Große Ulrichstraße. There you can find a lot of bars and little cafes.
If you like to taste the traditional beer of Halle the “Hallsch” you should visit the
“Brauhaus”, on Mondays you pay only €1 for a pint of beer.
Places where to eat and drink in Halle are listed in the links below:
http://www.speisekarte.de/halle‐saale/restaurants

http://www.gastroguide.de/search?query=Kleine%20Ulrichstra%C3%9Fe%2030,06108%20
Halle%20an%20der%20Saale

http://www.yelp.de/search?find_desc=Bar+%26+Kneipe&find_loc=Halle+%28Saale%29%2
C+Sachsen‐Anhalt

7. TIPPING
Tipping is usual in Germany.
There is a 10% rule in Germany. If the service and food has been exceptionally good, you
can tip 20%.

8. SHOPS ‐ OPENING HOURS
Most shops and businesses are open from Monday through to Saturday from 9:30 to 20:00.
Many smaller shops close on Saturday afternoons.
The supermarkets are open from 07:00 to 20:00.
They are not open on Sundays.
Exceptions:
EDEKA at Ludwig‐Wucherer‐Straße: it opens Monday at 07:00 and closes Saturday at
20:00. So you are able to shop 24hrs a day.
Nahkauf at the train station: it is open on Sundays as well from 08:00 to 22:00.
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9. WEATHER
The average maximum temperature in Halle in July is 74.1°F/23.4°C and the average
minimum temperature is 55.6°F/13.1°C. July in Halle is mild and sunny and summer will be
in full glory so expect to be using sun glasses and sunscreens. This is the time of the year
when outdoor areas of restaurants, ice cream, public pools, swimming and sunbathing are
popular. The city and parks can be crowded during this time. Some rain is possible.

10. USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS
General Emergency: 112
Local police: 110
National Police: +49 800‐ 6888000
Intoxication Emergency (Erfurt): +49 361 730730
Find duty pharmacies (on‐call): 0800‐00‐22833
Mobile: 22833
ADAC: 01880 22 22 22
Mobile: 22 22 22

Prof. Gabriele Meyer: +49 160 8950213

11. LOCAL SAFETY
Halle is generally quite safe, but please take precautions to
safeguard yourself to avoid being pick‐pocketed.
Regarding health issues, all foreigners have the same right as Germans to emergency
medical treatment in public hospitals. EU citizens are entitled to the full range of health‐
care services in public hospitals, but must present a European Health Insurance Card
(enquire at your national health service) and may have to pay up front.
Pharmacies are usually open from 8 am ‐ 6 pm and are generally closed evenings, Saturday
afternoons, Sundays and holidays. Each of them has a list on the door, though, of
pharmacies in the area that remain open to handle emergencies. Most pharmacists can
offer advice on minor illnesses and recommend over‐the‐counter remedies. Be aware,
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however, that all medicines (even aspirin) are behind the counter, and must be asked for,
even if you do not need a prescription to purchase them.
If your country has a consulate in Halle, its staff should be able to refer you to doctors who
speak your language.

Hospitals include the following:
Krankenhaus St. Elisabeth und St. Barbara
Mauerstraße 5; Tel: +49 345 21330

Diakoniekrankenhaus Halle
Lafontainestraße 15; Tel.: +49 345 7786

Universitätsklinikum Halle (Salle)
Ernst‐Grube‐Straße 40; Tel. +49 345 5570

Krankenhaus Martha‐Maria
Röntgenstraße 1; Tel.: +49 345 559‐0

Bergmannstrost BG Klinikum Halle
Merseburger Straße 165; Tel.: +49 345 132‐60

12. IF YOU GET ROBBED
If you get robbed
Many of the German police personnel speak English and are approachable and easy to find
in busy areas like airports and train stations. The number 110 can be used to contact the
police throughout Germany.
Thefts and burglaries must be reported immediately to the nearest police station
(www.polizei.de). If you want to make an insurance claim, you must obtain a certificate
from the police to show that the stolen property has been reported. You should make sure
you place a report with the police before leaving Germany if you are robbed.
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Polizeirevier (police station) Halle
An der Fliederwegkaserns 17
Tel: +49 345 2242000

Poilzeidirektion (main police station) Sachsen‐Anhalt Süd
Merseburger Straße 6
Tel: +49 345 2240
It is very important that you keep a copy of the Police Report because if you lose it you will
not be able to obtain a copy after you have left Germany.

If you have lost a valuable item, try contacting the city's "Fundbüro" (Lost and Found).
Fundbüro Halle
Am Stadion 6
Tel: +49 345 221‐1236
http://www.halle.de/de/Verwaltung/Online‐Angebote/Dienstleistungen/?anchor=331
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